
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Conservation of the body and chassis of Wellington’s combination tram No.17 has reached an advanced 

 stage at The Wheelwright Shop, Gladstone, Wairarapa.   It is due back at the Museum for Easter 2018. 
Photo by Keith McGavin, 2nd November 2017 
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FROM THE CAMERA OF 

JAMES PATERSON, U.S.A. 
 

Another classic photograph from James Paterson’s collection from the late 1950’s. We will 
continue to include photos from James’ collection as space allows. 

    

 
A photograph of Lambton Quay, Wellington, looking north – as it was in the 
1950’s.  Five trams are in view.  The pedestrian crossing in the foreground 
(no doubt of the old pink coloured variety) is opposite the entrance to Cable-car 
Lane which is to the left.   
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FROM STEVE PORTER’S 

WORKBENCH 

Well here we are in the season of “Good will to 
All” And there is plenty to report. 

The very good news:   

At the AGM in November I reported that a 
Wellington 4-wheel electric tram body had been 
located. Further work has been done and we 
now know that this tram body was #86 (see 
separate article for a description etc.).   

An agreement that would allow WTM to 
deconstruct the building around and over the 
tram, recover the tram, and leave a clear site for 
the owners has been reached with the owner.  
We will have to demolish a concrete chimney 
and fire place before recovery of the tram can 
commence.  Once the agreement is signed it is 
anticipated that the recovery operation will take 
place during late January or early February.  

Tram 86 is expected to be stored in the Rear 
Storage Building on either Road 1, or Road 4 
which currently houses New Plymouth Trolley 
Bus #1. Given that a new home for the New 
Plymouth Trolley Bus #1 has not yet been 
agreed it seems clear that we will need to clear 
Road 1 to be ready.  The Cable Car trailer can if 
necessary be placed outside. Various other 
items at the rear of Road 1 can be re-stored 
elsewhere or scrapped. The Wadkin Bandsaw 
was listed on Trademe and is expected to leave 
the site soon. The Daimler can be shifted to 
Road 2 pending a decision as to where and when 
it will go. 

More Good News:  

On Saturday December 2
nd

 I was privileged to 
attend the Official Opening of “Ramaroa”. 
Ramaroa (means Guiding Beacon) and is the 
name given to the group of replacement 
buildings that GWRC have had built in place of 
the former toilet block and park manager’s 
office just opposite and along the road from our 
kiosk.  Ramaroa includes new public toilet 
facilities, a new Rangers’ Office, and a meeting 
room (Kotare) for use of existing park lessees. 
Between the two main buildings is a decked 
area which over time will have interpretation 
panels added to guide people as to what is in 
the park, its history and its location. Kotare will 
be available for most types of gathering but at 

this stage social gatherings such as birthdays, 
weddings etc. are not to be allowed. 

On 25 November the very delayed and deferred 
NZTA safety assessment took place. Allan 
Neilson and I hosted Lulia Crisnic (The NZ 
Transport Agency assessor) who seemed well 
assured as to our safety performance.  I wish 
to formally thank our VP M & E, Allan Neilson, 
for the tremendous effort he has made over the 
last two years. With his leadership we have 
replaced our lightning damaged 11,000v switch, 
managed the replacement of our overhead 
structures and contact wire and kept us in the 
position of being safe operators of a “railway”. 

Progress:  

I am pleased to be able to report that progress 
continues with many projects large and small. 
Murray Gibson continues with his display 
Motorman’s Cabin. Bernhard Riddering and Ted 
Kendal continue with the repair of tram 151 
although this has slowed a little as Bernhard 
looks after his wife following eye surgery. We 
wish Mrs Riddering a speedy recovery.  

Scrap continues to leave the site as it gets tidier. 

Keith McGavin, assisted by others, has been 
sorting out overhead components for disposal to 
other museums.  Tram 260 has had various 
items attended to and is on target to be in 
service over the summer. 

Resister grids are being overhauled by Trevor 
Weaver for tram 17. 

Tram 239 was recently found to have a bent 
trolley pole.   Mike Vash found an old pole, 
refurbished it and 239 is again available for 
service.  In the mid-term it is intended that we 
will fabricate two new poles for 239 but Mike’s 
repair will suffice in the meantime. 

The new roster is nearly upon us and will 
coincide with Tram 260 entering revenue 
service. Please be aware that there may be 
teething issues and report and/or act 
accordingly. 

On behalf of the Board I thank all members for 
their efforts and wish all members and their 
families a very happy season and safe Holiday 
Season. 

 
Steve Porter 

President 
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2017 ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING  

Held on 4th November 
This took place in the Fiducia Centre and 

was well attended by members.     

The incoming Board comprises: 

President:  Steve Porter 

Vice President, Maintenance & Engineering: 

   Allan Neilson 

Vice President, Marketing & Operations: 

    Russell Jenkins 

Treasurer:   Michael Boyton 

Secretary:    Henry Brittain 

Board Members:  Trevor Burling 

    Colin Dash   

By resolution of the Board Grahame Kitchen 

has subsequently been co-opted to the 

Board. 

(This now fulfils the constitutional 

requirement that there be at least three 

Board Members.) 

Secretary Marketing & Operations 

Committee and Secretary Maintenance & 

Engineering Committee:  

As there were no nominations for these 
positions it was resolved that each 
Committee would make its own Secretarial 
arrangement. 

Patrons:  
Mayors of both Wellington City and Kapiti 
Coast were both reconfirmed as joint 
Patrons.  

Auditor and Hon Solicitor:  
It was agreed that existing appointments 
continue. 

General Business: 
In General Business the issue of 
de-accessioning unwanted items was raised. 
It was agreed that non attending members, 
especially those not resident in Wellington 
or its environs, should have an opportunity 
of partaking in decisions to dispose of such 
items and the meeting resolved that all 
members would be consulted before any 
final decisions were made. 

OPERATIONAL NOTICES 

KIOSK OPERATORS –  

NEW RANGE OF SOUVENIRS 

Denys Peck advises that a new range of 
souvenirs is in place in the Kiosk.  Kiosk 
sellers are requested to please take some 
time to familiarise themselves with them 
and with their prices. 

 

TRAM DRIVERS – 

TRAMS ENTERING THE BARN 
Earlier this year there was an incident with a 
tram entering the barn and coming into 
contact with another tram. All drivers are 
requested to note the following 
recommendation from the Health & Safety 
Committee:  

Drivers should use series notch 1 (only) to 

start tram movement to enter the Barn, and 
in any subsequent need to inch forward. 

HOT WEATHER 
Hot weather is expected over the Christmas 
– January holiday period so we will be 
looking for any signs of excessive rail 
expansion that could cause heat buckles.  

Drivers – please be extra vigilant on very 
hot days and report any unusual track 
condition due to rail expansion promptly. 

STABLES ON THE PARK, next door to the 
Tramway Museum has closed due to its lease 
running out.  We are sorry to farewell Mandy 
Robinson, the business owner, who has been a 
good friend of the Museum over the years. 

 
Mandy Robinson of Stables on the Park with 
Henry Brittain at a farewell afternoon tea on 
12

th
 November.   Photo: Allan Neilson 
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NEW HEALTH AND SAFETY POLICY 

The Museum Board recently adopted the new Health and Safety Policy set out below.  
It is designed to align with the Health and Safety at Work Act 2015 (HSWA) in addition to 
the Railways Act 2005. 
With the increasing focus on Health and Safety issues over the past few years, and 
changes to the law, it is extremely important that all members and volunteers involved 
in activities at the Museum adhere to this policy. 

Steve Porter 
President  

WELLINGTON TRAMWAY MUSEUM 

HEALTH AND SAFETY POLICY  

1. The Wellington Tramway Museum (WTM) Safety Case states “safety objectives” in 

section 5 which includes the safety of persons associated with the operation of 

trams and installed infrastructure, and references WTM’s Safety System 

Documentation.  This “Health and Safety Policy” document clarifies general health 

and safety issues that apply to ensure WTM aligns with the Health and Safety at 

Work Act 2015 (HSWA) in addition to the Railways Act 2005. 
 

2. WTM is a volunteer organisation and does not employ paid staff. Therefore, under 

HSWA, WTM is not categorised as a PCBU (persons conducting a business or 

undertaking). 
   

3. WTM fosters a close ongoing working relationship with the Queen Elizabeth Park’s 

Rangers and other Greater Wellington Regional Council management as necessary, 

to ensure that any interface issues affecting Health and Safety between parties are 

effectively managed. 
 

4. WTM does engage contractors to carry out work on site from time to time. When 

working on site these contractors are expected to work under their own “health and 

safety procedures”, after considering and implementing any issues notified by WTM 

in any consultation, and work pre-commencement health and safety briefings. 

Where necessary appropriate plans and procedures are to be put in place to 

co-operate and co-ordinate the activities of each organisation.  
 

5. WTM regularly updates its hazard identification and risk management system for 

general site hazards not covered specifically under its existing rail safety risk 

identification and management system which focuses more specifically on the 

operation of trams and installed infrastructure.  
 

6. Where appropriate WTM uses Worksafe and associated rail heritage industry 

documentation for guidance. 

Dated 21 November 2017 
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INVITATION: 

MEMBERS AND FAMILIES DAY OUT  

3rd February, Visit to Tram No.17 under Restoration at Gladstone, 

Wairarapa,  
The restored and conserved body and chassis of Tram No.17 is due back at the Tramway Museum 
for Easter 2018. 

The Museum has arranged an opportunity for members and their families to visit and see the 
tram at Gladstone where it is being worked on. Thanks to Greg & Ali Lang of The Wheelwright 
Shop, for providing this opportunity. 

Date - Saturday 3rd February at 10.30am.    Duration – probably to about 12 noon 

Greg and Ali, along with Trevor Burling who is our Society’s Project Manager for the restoration 
contract, will describe the restoration and some of the more interesting processes and 
discoveries.  

Devonshire teas will be available at $8 a head. Numbers required in advance. 

Transport: It will be necessary to use cars to get to The Wheelwright Shop at Gladstone.     

List on Palace Notice-Board: 

 A list is on the Palace notice-board for those who intend to partake.  How many in your 
group? 

 How many (if any) Devonshire teas required at $8 per head? 

 Also please note on the list should transport be required, or if you can provide space for 
others looking for transport.  

 If you are not able to enter your details on the list at the Tramway please provide them to 
Keith McGavin, keithdmcg@gmail.com or phone 04 934 3418. 

 

Vintage Harvest Festival, Clareville 
Greg & Ali Lang have advised us that a Vintage Harvest Festival will be on at the Clareville 
Showgrounds on the same weekend (3rd/4th February).  This sounds interesting.  If you have 
the opportunity why not add this event to your itinerary for the afternoon. 

How to get to The Wheelwright Shop, Gladstone, Wairarapa 

If you can find Gladstone you can easily find The Wheelwright Shop!  
When coming from Wellington:  

 Follow SH2 to Carterton 

 Turn right (3rd exit) off SH2 at the only round-about in Carterton - on to Park Road. 

 At the end of Park Road turn left at the “T” intersection on to Carters Line;  

 1st turn right from Carters Line on to Gladstone Road.   

 Follow Gladstone Road eventually crossing the Ruamahanga River. Go past the Gladstone 
Pub on the left. 

 Shortly afterwards you will come to a “T” intersection (the end of Gladstone Road) and the 
Wheelwright Shop is there right in front of you, the other side of the “T” intersection, with 
Longbush Road to the right and Te Whiti Road to the left.     

Members: This is expected to be the only opportunity to visit the tram while it is being 

restored.  

mailto:keithdmcg@gmail.com
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The Museum’s stall at the RailEx exhibition.  Publications, including 
the 2018 calendar (now sold out) were on sale. Photo: Keith McGavin 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

RECENT EVENTS 

Tramway Christmas Party: 
Members and their partners enjoyed our 
traditional Christmas dinner at the 
“Fishermans Restaurant” Paekakariki on the 
evening of Saturday 9 December. 

26 guests were in attendance and a most 
convivial evening was had. 

‘Railex’ model railway exhibition 
This was held this year in Lower Hutt on the 
18th and 19th November. The Museum was 
represented with a stall at which 
publications were sold and general 

information about the Museum was made 
available. Over $400 was taken in 
publications sales including the sale of many 
surplus copies of Tramway Topics. Thanks to 
members who volunteered over the two 
days. 

 

 Western Springs Tramway: 
Congratulations to the Western Springs 
Tramway division of MOTAT who are 
celebrating the milestone of 50 years of 
tram operations this month. 

The Tramway service commenced on 16 

December 1967 and an event to recognise 

the occasion is being held on 16 December 
2017.  

Members of the Wellington Tramway 
Museum welcome WST to the 50 year club 
with the Tramway Historical Society in 
Christchurch set to join in January next. 

TRAM STATISTICS 

Keith McGavin 

Daily figures collated by Mike Vash 

During October and November tram 

operations have been gradually returning to 

their “pre-disruption” passenger levels as 

the public progressively 

realise that we are back in 

operation again after our 

two lengthy stoppages. 

In October due to the 

school holidays we 

operated on 24 days for a 

total of 1,352 passenger 

journeys.  This compares 

with just 431 last year with 

limited operation on just 

10 days and with 1,413 on 

17 days in 2015. 

In November we operated 

every Saturday and Sunday 

(8 days) for a total of 609 passenger 

journeys compared with just Sundays limited 

operation in 2016 (4 days, 182 passenger 

journeys) and with 761 passenger journeys 

achieved over 9 days in November 2015. 

(2015 had a 5th Sunday in the month.) 

Trams used over the two months of October 

and November have been 159 (471 kms) and 

239 (349 kms) while 260 covered 23 kms on 

test running.  Tram 151 is in the workshop 

for body repairs. 
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SUBSCRIPTION RENEWAL NOTICE 

MEMBERS PLEASE NOTE: 

YOUR MEMBERSHIP SUBSCRIPTION RENEWAL IS DUE 

If you receive an emailed “TRAMLINES” your emailed subscription renewal notice for 
2018 is attached to the same email. 

If you receive a posted “TRAMLINES” a paper subscription renewal notice is enclosed 
in the envelope. 

SUBSCRIPTIONS ARE DUE AND PAYABLE BY 1st JANUARY and to RETAIN current 
membership must be paid by 31st MARCH.  Early payment is appreciated. 

Please contact Henry Brittain (details page 3) if you require a renewal notice. 

IMPORTANT 

1. TRAMLINES is now available as a full colour-printed magazine (A5 page size) for an 
additional charge.   

This option is proving very popular, especially now that TRAMLINES includes a 

selection of notes and articles on Wellington tramway history.  Just fill in the details 

on the form. (Note – those on email will continue to receive an emailed copy as well.) 

2. DONATIONS towards Tram 17’s trucks:  Reconstructed TRUCKS for Tram 17 will 
nearly complete the largest and most ambitious project the Museum has ever 
undertaken.  Please donate towards the cost and help ensure that Tram 17 runs 
again (see also page 11). 

 
 

INVITATION TO WTM MEMBERS 

50th Anniversary of Ferrymead Tramway 
 

A series of events is planned at Ferrymead over the weekend of 6th / 7th January to celebrate 50 
years (to the day!) since the official inauguration of tram services at Ferrymead, Christchurch. 
 
Proceedings commence on Saturday 6th from 1.30pm with a re-enactment at 2pm of the 1968 
opening ceremony.  This is followed by afternoon tea, a ride in an AEC Mk IV diesel bus to the 
trolley bus shed and with trolleybus and tram rides continuing. From 5pm there is a social 
gathering followed by a BBQ dinner (booking required and cost involved).  In the evening will be 
some historic movie films, reminiscing and stories as well as double-decker tram rides, plus 
supper. 
 
Sunday 7th is “Steam Sunday” at Ferrymead Heritage Park – trains operating as well as two electric 
trams.  Tram barns and the trolley bus shed will be open for viewing and trolley buses will be 
running. 
 
If you would like to register for what promises to be a memorable event please email 
secretary@ferrymeadtramway.org.nz for a registration form. 
 

mailto:secretary@ferrymeadtramway.org.nz
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No. 86 at Te Marua, north of Upper Hutt.   

Photo: Allan Neilson, 21
st

 November 2017 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Positive number ID by Henry Brittain (see text). 

Photo: Allan Neilson, 21
st

 November 2017 

 

 

 

 

An acquisition for WTM 

“Small Palace” tram No.86    from Secretary Henry Brittain 

Members may be aware of the Wellington tram body adjacent to State Highway two at Te Marua, 
north of Upper Hutt.  Not readily recognisable as a tram, it is roofed over with weatherboards 
covering both ends and sides.  However the window arrangement clearly identifies its origins. 

A recent chance 
encounter with the 
owners of the tram by 
some members 
returning from an 
inspection of tram 17 
at Gladstone, who had 
stopped to look at the 
body, has resulted 
after negotiation in 
the Museum being 
able to take 
possession of it. 

A subsequent 
inspection has 
confirmed that it was 
fleet number 86, a 
four-wheel converted 
Palace car and 
identical to car 82 
which the Museum obtained in the 1960’s but 
ultimately proved to be beyond restoration. 

Hopefully 86 will be in better condition having 
been undercover most of its life since being 
withdrawn in the 1940’s and with our  
negotiations to secure the tram having been 
successful, we have the ability to secure a type 
of tram missing from our collection. 

Shown is a photograph of 86 as it looks at 
present, plus another showing member Henry 
Brittain pointing to the fleet number after 
exposing it behind some wall cladding. 

Photographs of this style of tram in their final 
converted style are almost non-existent and the 
Museum would love to hear from any readers 
who may have such an image. This would greatly 
assist us if the tram turns out to be suitable for 
restoration.  The photograph of tram 44 or 45 
on the next page shows how 86 would have 
looked. 
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An acquisition for WTM, continued 

 
Above: This is an official photograph of tram No.44 or 45 in its final form – similar to No.86. 

   

Trucks for Tram 17           Keith McGavin 

 
Recalled tenders (following the liquidation of A & G Prices Ltd.) have now been received and 

the Museum will be in a position to apply for a Lottery Board grant provided it can guarantee 

one-third of the estimated project cost.  To meet this requirement an additional $50,000 to 

$70,000 of donations and/or loan underwriting pledges are required.  A January application 

is aimed for; otherwise a further six months delay will ensue.  

 

Please consider a generous (tax deductible) donation, perhaps with your subscription renewal 

or, if you would like to consider underwriting part of the amount with a future loan to be 

taken up if required, please contact me and I shall send you the appropriate form.                              

      Keith McGavin,  Email:  keithdmcg@gmail.com  
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From the Marketing and Operations Department      

Russell Jenkins, Vice-President 

Well 2017 is almost over and for a change the weather has been good for everyone. 

The summer weather has brought us good passenger loadings in the lead up to Christmas and we 
hope that this will continue for the rest of the summer season. 

The roster for the summer period has been circulated and big thanks go to Robert Vale, for 
putting it together – and Henry Brittain for completing it after Robert departed overseas – and 
especially to those members who have offered to help during what is the most important time of 
the year for the tramway. 

Income from operations during the Christmas break and January enables us to operate and 
develop the museum, so we look to all members giving a hand. If you are not currently on the 
operating roster and are available to assist us during this period, please give me or one of the 
M&O Committee a call or email to offer your services. It is important to have members around 
the museum to talk to visitors, to help in the kiosk or act as a conductor on the tram. 
 

 
Tram 260 on a test run passing the US Marines memorial (out of picture to the left) on 13

th
 December 

2017.  Tram 260 is one of three trams the Museum plans to have in operation over the 

Christmas-January period the others being Double-saloon 159 and Fiducia 239.   Photo: Russell Jenkins 

To provide services over the summer period we plan to have three trams available for service and 
so there will be plenty of capacity to cope with the traffic. Tram 151 is still in the workshop 
undergoing body repairs but this work is progressing well. 
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From the Marketing & Operations Department, cont. 

If you haven’t bought a 2018 
Wellington Tramway Memories 
Calendar then you have missed out! 
We printed 150 copies and they have 
all been sold. This publication has 
been a good fundraiser to the 
Tramway and a 2019 calendar is 
planned to be published next year, so 
get in early next time round. 
 
Don’t forget that you can keep 
updated on Tramway activities by 
going to the Wellington Tramway 
Museum Facebook page or the Web 
Page www.wellingtontrams.org.nz   
Both are updated regularly. 

On behalf of the members of the M&O committee, Henry Brittain, Denys Peck ,Robert Hatten and 
the ‘king of the rosters’ Robert Vale, Season’s Greetings to everyone.  

Remember that the Wellington Tramway Museum is your museum and everyone is welcome to 
come and give a hand to keep it going. 

 
On Saturday 2

nd
 December 2017 Fiducia 239 passes “Ramaroa” (Guiding Beacon) the brand new visitor 

centre at Queen Elizabeth Park officially opened by the Chairman of the Greater Wellington Regional 

Council, Cr. Chris Laidlaw, earlier that day.  Ramaroa includes new public toilet facilities, a new 

Rangers’ Office, and a meeting room (Kotare) for use of existing park lessees.      Photo: Allan Neilson 

  

SOLD OUT 
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Around the Site and Down the Line       Allan Neilson 
Our president has noted a number of things being progressed in his Workbench note (see page 
4). 

Keith McGavin and others have been sorting parts in the overhead store and have identified a 
considerable volume of surplus parts (mainly trolleybus overhead items).  Some of the surplus 
parts may well go to kindred organisations once we have finalised what we intend to keep, and 
other parts are probably best scrapped. A few museum display gems have been found (or 
“re-found” as Henry Brittain would say).  It is going to be difficult accommodating all the new 
parts as well as those we want to keep. Proper accessible storage capacity at the Museum (so we 
can put all similar parts together) is becoming a pressing issue. 

 
Above: Overhead parts being sorted and surplus ones identified. Photo: Mike Flinn, 22

nd
 November 2017 

A good start has been made to cleaning out the electric store with a number of obsolete items 
being discarded. Scrap copper wire and cable is accumulated so that the scrap metal merchant 
we are using (INGOT) can put it through the mincer to extract the copper. 

All of the old tram rails in the clearing by the loop have gone and overall the focus on scrap 
recovery has resulted in some good income. 

The main line open track has been weed-sprayed and annual track inspection has just been 
completed. Hot weather is expected over the Christmas – New Year period so we will be looking 
for any signs of excessive rail expansion that could cause heat buckles. (Tram drivers – please see 
note “Hot Weather” on page 5.) 
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Around the Site and Down the Line, continued 

 

 

Right: Inside part of the 

overhead and tram parts 

store. 

Photo: Keith McGavin, 

29
th

 November 2017 

 

 

 

Mike Flinn has been keeping the main track corridor neat and tidy and has done some good track 
greasing.  In the New Year we will start to put more focus on track maintenance – fixing up a 
number of little faults. Some planning is also necessary to do some sleeper replacement in various 
locations. 

 
Mike Flinn took this photograph showing the clearing and tidying of the tram corridor surrounds on 25

th
 

November 2017.  Tram 159 is disappearing into the distance towards the Beach.  
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Around the Site and Down the Line, continued 

The pole stack beside the workshop has now been relocated to the former traverser area.  

PHOTOS BELOW from Allan Neilson 

Moving poles to a new pole stack the safe way.  4th November 2017 
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Around the Site and Down the Line, continued 

 
Above: This odd looking item is an ex Wellington Tramways vintage platform jack used in Newtown 
Tram Barns (and possibly Kilbirnie before that).  It was used in the maintenance pits when it was 
necessary to lower traction motors or other heavy items from the tram itself.  It has been brought into 
our tramway workshop for a bit of attention and possible display in the future.      Photo: Mike Flinn 

 
Above: The mock motorman’s compartment being constructed by Murray Gibson for future display and 
as a fun exhibit for children continues to take shape.     Photo: Mike Flinn, 1

st
 November 2017 
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Around the Site and Down the Line, continued 

We are planning to have tram 260 in service by Christmas. The problem with effectiveness of the 
handbrakes has been remedied so we can now complete some minor adjustment work, then the 
commissioning procedures and paperwork which are necessary before it is released into service.   

 
Tram 260 on the hill with two of our dedicated maintenance team members (Colin Dash, foreground) 
and Barry Ollerenshaw) who are taking a (very) close look at the handbrake mechanism.  6

th
 December 

2017.  The handbrake problem has now been solved.      Photo: Keith McGavin 

Side panel work continues on tram 151 but as yet no date for return to service has been set. 

 
Bernhard Riddering (left) and Ted Kendal prepare the jig for bending new plywood sides for tram 151. 

Photo: Keith McGavin, 6
th

 December 2017 
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The first portion of an area of new side cladding for tram 
151 was tacked into position after having been curved to 
shape in the jig (see previous page).  13

th
 December 2017.    

Photo: Keith McGavin 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Around the Site and Down the Line, continued 

The sprinkler system suffered a 
complete loss of pressure on the 4th 
October, and since then Mike Vash has 
been carrying out investigations to try 
and track down the problem. We will 
have to put more effort into solving 
this issue in the New Year.  

We have a few annual checks on the 
tramcars to carry out before Christmas 
so that they are in good operating 
order over the Christmas - New Year 
period.  

In the New Year I plan to advance 
storage re-organisation issues. Also the 
Maintenance and Engineering 
Committee will be engaged in further 
assessing and managing work priorities. 

The Maintenance and Engineering 
Committee currently comprises the 
following members; 

 Allan Neilson –  
(Chairman/minutes provider) 

 Steve Porter (ex officio) 
 Trevor Burling 
 Mike Vash 
 Barry Ollerenshaw 
 Bernhard Riddering 

 
One of the things I would like to do is 

enhance discussions and consultation with members working on maintenance tasks in particular, 
particularly in the area of work planning, storage reorganisation and worksite health and safety.  The 
Museum now has an up to date Health and Safety Policy (see page 6) which is designed to align with 
the Health and Safety at Work Act 2015 (HSWA) in addition to the Railways Act 2005. 

 
Comments from members are welcome – just let me know what you think.  

Allan Neilson 
Vice-President, Maintenance & Engineering 

 

TRAM 17 UPDATE           Trevor Burling 
As the year draws to a close, we would like to give a brief summary of progress on tram 17 to 
date. 

As the restoration project nears its conclusion (March 2018), it is apparent that we are receiving a 
first class job and Greg, Ali and their team have done a wonderful job of turning a rather decrepit 
old vehicle which had been extensively modified as a holiday home into a tram that we can be 
proud of and will become the pride of the fleet along with 260. (See front cover photo of Tram 
17). 
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A sample of the blind canvas to be used on Tram 17.

         Photo: Greg Lang 

 

 

 

 

 

Tram 17 Update, continued 

The remaining jobs to complete include the canvasing of the roof, fitting of windows and internal 

doors and panels.  

The tram was recently prewired before the internal panelling is fitted. The wiring includes circuits 

for lighting, buzzers, destination and route numbers and head and tail lights. The wiring also 

included traction circuits from the trolley pole entry to the controllers at the A and B ends. Under 

floor traction wiring and fitting of resistance banks which are currently being restored at WTM 

and controllers will be done at the WTM workshops over the pit. Light fittings and destination 

boxes will be fitted at WTM. 

 
Tram 17:  Canvassing of the roof underway, 28

th
 November.   Photo: Greg Lang 

 

Greg and the team are currently preparing to 

fit the internal panelling, seats and sliding 

doors and once that is done, the blinds for the 

open section will be fitted along with the 

barriers that can be raised and lowered 

depending on the direction of travel, along 

with the raising and lowering of the steps - a 

bit like the double saloons. The final paint job 

of Bandarillo Red and Transport ivory and the 

internal finishing with Danish Oil that will 

expose the grain patterns of the timbers will 

complete the job.  

The Tram 17 committee have already started 

on the next phase of rebuilding the 22E trucks with drawings and specifications completed. 
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HISTORICAL CORNER - 

1908 ACCIDENTS           by Henry Brittain 
Although trams had right of way for most traffic conditions, they were not exempt from having 
accidents and although many were of minor proportion, there were others that were far more 
serious. 

March 1908 started as a good month for the Wellington tramway system.  Nine new Palace style 
cross bench trams were placed in service to assist with increased passenger numbers and the 
growing demand for tramway services. 

This growth also brought its problems and within a brief time of going into service, two of the 
trams suffered serious collision damage. 

On Sunday 15 March, Car 67 driven by Motorman Gregg was returning to the City from Karori, 
followed by tram 57 driven by Motorman Mills.  Both stopped at the Botanical Gardens and 
each picked up a full load of passengers who had been enjoying an afternoon in the Gardens. 
Setting off down Tinakori Road, 67 stopped at the George street stop to allow two passengers to 
alight. The motorman of 57, who was not far behind, applied his brakes. However the tram went 
into a slide. Motorman Mills realised that he was not going to stop in time and sounded his gong 
to alert Motorman Gregg in tram 67 who, realising something was amiss started to move his tram 
forward to try and lessen the impact.  57 then ran into the back of 67 throwing passengers 
around in both trams.  The cross-bench style of seating meant that passengers were thrown into 
the next compartment but luckily only one suffered severe injury.  Tram 67 had only been in 
service for two days and both suffered extensive damage to their driving cabins and chassis where 
the impact occurred. 

A more spectacular accident took place on Saturday 28 March when tram 68 came into heavy 
contact with a steam lorry on the corner of Tory Street and Courtenay Place. 

 
Tram 68 at Newtown depot in damaged condition. 
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Historical Corner, 1908 Accidents, continued 

The lorry involved was a “Straker” steam wagon owned and operated by the State Coal 
Department in Tory Street. 68 had just arrived from Island Bay and was proceeding along 
Courtenay Place to Lambton terminus at a speed of approx. 12 miles per hour when it struck the 
steam wagon which was proceeding up Tory Street. The tram struck the rear end of the wagon 
which was not badly damaged, however the entire front cabin of the tram was demolished with 
the controller pinning the motorman, Frank Barton, against the bulkhead. 

The driver of the steam wagon was thrown from his vehicle but was able to pick himself up and 
go to the Motorman’s assistance. Considerable effort was required to release and remove Mr 
Barton. The tram and wagon were entwined, and members of the public assisted in pushing the 
tram backwards. Once freed of one another, the steam wagon then took off on its own accord as 
the regulator was still partially open.  It careered across the road heading for a shop frontage, 
running over an elderly man’s foot, knocking over a cast iron water standard, a cast iron power 
feeder post, then a veranda post before finally smashing into the shop window. The lorry was 
laden with three tons of bagged coal slack of which a considerable amount was spread over the 
road. 

There was considerable concern that the power feeder box which had been broken open may 
have high voltage wires exposed presenting a danger to the crowd of bystanders and this added 
more confusion to the scene until somebody produced a “danger” sign which was placed in front 
of it. 

The driver of the steam wagon admitted he had been at fault. Travelling up Tory Street, he had 
waited until a tram travelling towards Courtenay Place had passed but failed to notice car 68 
travelling in the opposite direction before he proceeded across the intersection. 

The tram was later removed from the scene and made its way back to Newtown depot where the 
photograph on the previous page was taken. 

Postscript: 

Tram 57 was the first tram to Kilbirnie on 12 April 1907 and 68 the first tram to Lyall Bay on 14 
December 1909. See photos following of both occasions. 

 

Left: the first tram to 

Kilbirnie, 12
th

 April 

1907.  

Driven by T S Hoy. 

 

Photo courtesy 

Henry Brittain  
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Historical Corner, 1908 Accidents, continued 

 
The first tram to Lyall Bay, 14

th
 December 1909.  Photo: W.F.Tibbutt, courtesy Henry Brittain 

PICTURE FROM THE PAST: WELLINGTON – BUNNY STREET, EARLY 1960’s 

 
Two Fiducia trams plus a very faded looking B.U.T. trolleybus turning into Bunny Street from Waterloo 
Quay.  The trams appear empty, and to be arriving to pick up secondary school pupils from the Railway 
Station in the morning rush hour. 
 
This section of track, along with Stout Street, was installed in 1938, in time for the Centennial Exhibition in 
1940, to give more flexibility for tram movements around the Railway Station terminus.  By the 1960’s its 
only regular use was for the school trams each morning which would load up in Bunny Street and then 
depart either via Featherston Street, Whitmore Street and Customhouse Quay or more likely via Stout 
Street and Lambton Quay.   
By 1962 the only schools with special trams departing from here were Wellington College and Wellington 
Tech. (now Wellington High School).  In earlier years Double-Saloons would almost always have been 
used.  The fact that Fiducias are shown indicates that this was probably 1963 or even early 1964.  The 
“Camroc” roof advertisement was in use right up to the trams’ closing date in May 1964. 

Photo courtesy Richard Gray (ex Facebook) 
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STOP PRESS 
Tram 260’s first passengers since 1980: Mana Coaches Social Club, 16th December 2017 

 
Above: Passengers being briefed by Russell Jenkins.      Photo: Allan Neilson 

 
Above: At the Beach, 16

th
 December 2017. Little did the Group know they were to become tram 260’s 

first passengers since 1980.   Tram 260 first entered service on 19
th

 December 1952 – 65 years earlier 
bar 3 days.           Photo: Russell Jenkins 

 “Tramlines” is the bi-monthly newsletter for members of the Wellington Tramway Museum Inc.  

Its aim is to keep members in touch with practical notices and the details of current developments and 
also includes articles on matters of historic tramway interest, especially Wellington.  
Please also see our website and Facebook page which are our instantly-updated Museum fact resource 
and notice to the wider world.   Contributions and notes welcomed.  Contact details are on page 3. 


